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Classic Travel Cot

Unfolding the travel cot
1: Stand the travel cot upright
and undo the velcro tabs.
Place the mattress pad
to one side.
2: Remove the tamper-proof seal,
then separate the four corner
posts of the travel cot.
3: Ensure the base is not locked
or flat, then grasp the middle
of the top rails on both short
sides and pull upwards until
they lock into place.
4: Grasp the middle of the top
rails on both long sides and
pull upwards until they lock
into place.
5: Push down on the support
tubes around the sides of the
base to lock them then the
centre of the base.
Always ensure the base is
completely flat.
6: Place the mattress pad into
the bottom of the travel cot,
padded side facing upwards.
7: Thread the velcro tabs on the
mattress through the holes in
the travel cots base. Attach the
straps to the underside of the
travel cot.

Folding the travel cot
8: Release the velcro straps
under the travel cot and
remove the mattress pad.
Grab the central handle
and pull upwards.

9a: Grip the button in the centre
of the rail which is located on
the underside as shown.
9b: Lift the rail slightly to release
the locking mechanism.
9c: Lower the rail downwards.
Repeat for the three
other rails

10: Check that all of the locks
have been released then push
the sides fully downwards.

11: Gather the sides together
without using excess force.
12: Wrap the mattress pad
around the travel cot
and secure with the three
velcro tabs.
Place the travel cot back into the
carrying bag.

IMPORTANT — RETAIN FOR FUTURE REFERENCE — READ CAREFULLY
ATTENTION! Please follow these instructions carefully to avoid injury to your child.
WARNING: Do not use the cot if any part is broken, torn or missing and use only spare parts
approved by the manufacturer.
WARNING: Do not use the cot when the child is able to climb out to prevent the risk of falling.
WARNING: Be aware of the risk of open fire and other sources of strong heat, such as electric
bar fires, gas fires, etc. in the near vicinity of the cot.
WARNING: Do not leave anything in the cot or place the cot close to another product, which
could provide a foothold or present a danger of suffocation or strangulation, e.g. strings, blind/
curtain cords, etc.
WARNING: A travel cot is only ready for use when the locking mechanisms are fully engaged.
Check carefully that the locking mechanisms are engaged and functioning correctly before use.
WARNING: Please ensure that all fittings are tightened properly before use. Fittings should be
checked and tightened regularly where necessary.
WARNING: Never leave your child unattended in the travel cot, especially when they are
not sleeping.
WARNING: While assembling the product, avoid trapping your finger in moving parts.
WARNING: Do not use more than one mattress in the cot. The mattress dimensions are
940x670x20 mm (length, width, depth).
ATTENTION: The distance between the mattress and the extremity/sides of the cot should never
be more than 30 mm.
WARNING: Never use a mattress thicker than 80 mm. The red mark shows the maximum
thickness of the mattress. Never use the travel cot without the mattress supplied by the producer.
ATTENTION: To prevent injury from falls, when a child is able to climb out of the cot, the cot shall
no longer be used for that child.
CARE AND MAINTENANCE
Regularly check that the travel cot does not have missing or broken parts.
Do not seat down on the travel cot’s sides to prevent them from working in an incorrect or
dangerous way.
If the product is used on the beach, always make sure you remove all sand before putting it back
in its carrying bag.
To clean the travel cot, use warm water and mild detergent.
Clean the carrying bag at 30° in the washing machine, with a soft clothes program.
Do not bleach.
THIS PRODUCT COMPLIES WITH THE SAFETY REQUIREMENTS EN 716: 2008
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